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Courtland School 
Everybody Can Be Somebody 

 

Whole-School Food PPoolliiccyy  
 
 
Background 
 
This policy has been formulated to enable Courtland School to develop and 
maintain a shared philosophy on all aspects of food and drink. Its key aim is 
to develop healthy eating and drinking activities within the school that 
benefit pupils, staff, parents, caterers and others associated with the 
school.  
 
The policy has been formulated through student consultation with pupils, 
parents and staff, and its development must continue to be by consultation. 
The policy and future amendments to the policy must be communicated 
clearly and consistently to pupils, parents and staff.  
 
Aims and Objectives  
 
 Courtland School recognises the important connection between a 

healthy, balanced diet and a student’s ability to learn effectively and 
achieve high standards in school.  

 The school aims to ensure that pupils are well nourished at school and 
that every pupil has access to safe, tasty, nutritious food and a safe, 
easily available water supply during the school day.  

 The school recognises that it has a responsibility to ensure that all 
members of the school community are able to make informed choices 
about the importance of food and its production.  

 Through effective leadership, the school ethos and the curriculum, all 
school staff can bring together all elements of the school day to create 
an environment which supports a healthy lifestyle.  

 The school is committed to providing a welcoming eating environment 
that encourages the positive social and cultural interaction of pupils and 
teachers.  

 The school recognises that sharing food is a fundamental experience for 
all people: a primary way to nurture and celebrate our cultural diversity: 
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and an excellent bridge for building friendships, and intergenerational 
bonds.  

 The school is committed to ensuring that food provision in the school 
reflects the ethical and medical requirements of staff and pupils e.g. 
religious, ethnic, vegetarian, medical and allergenic needs.  

 The school is committed to ensuring that it involves pupils and parents – 
school nutrition action group – in guiding food policy and practice within 
the school, and enables them to contribute to healthy eating and acts on 
their feedback.  

 The school is committed to provision of training in practical food 
education for staff, including diet, nutrition, food safety and hygiene.  

 
 
 
 
 
Settings for Food Policy  
 
In accordance with the aims and objectives of this policy, the following 
settings will apply to the food policy and provision in the school.  
 
Fruit break 
 
All pupils are encouraged to bring fruit or vegetables from home for the 
morning fruit break. All KS1 children receive free fresh fruit which is 
delivered every few days.  Sweets are not allowed in school except as a 
treat when the children are out on a trip, a child’s birthday or special 
festival e.g. Christmas. 
Chewing gum is not acceptable.  
 
Water  
 
Plentiful drinking of water by school children has been recognised in 
improving behaviour and concentration. Therefore, all students are 
encouraged to supply a plastic water bottle for which they are responsible 
for daily cleaning. Children are regularly reminded to drink water at break 
times. Drinking water is provided in all classrooms via a cold tap. A filtered 
water system is available in the staff room.  
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School Lunches  
 
School lunches have undergone a thorough review by Barnet LEA to ensure 
that the children receive all the nutrients required for a balanced diet. At 
Courtland Primary School we value excellence. We believe that the food we 
feed our pupils should reflect this. Minimum nutritional guidelines are just 
that: minimums. We should always aim to exceed them, within the necessary 
budgetary constraints.  
 
To this end, the appropriateness of catering provision is reviewed on a 
regular basis. We believe that our pupils should be entitled to good quality, 
fresh ingredients, prepared in an attractive and appetizing manner.  The 
children eat from brightly coloured plastic crockery to enhance lunchtimes. 
The older children have a separate plate for their main meal and dessert. 
Year 6 pupils write the daily meal choices on an attractive menu board.  
 
On a daily basis, pupils must be offered carbohydrates, proteins and 
vegetables on their plate. Every effort must be made to ensure that 
appropriate choices are available for all pupils throughout lunchtime. The 
menu is regularly changed by the authority to provide variety. There is a 4 
weekly cycle. 
 
The school is committed to keeping parents and carers informed about 
recent and future changes to the nutritional content of school lunches, 
whether brought about by local or national initiatives.  
 
Currently, all our school meals are provided by Team Barnet. All meals 
provided must meet the Government’s Minimum Nutritional Guidelines for 
school catering. It is noted that Genetically Modified foods, foods 
containing nuts and mechanically re-claimed meat is strictly banned from 
school lunches.  All menus have had salt, sugar and fat levels reduced.  
 
The school is committed to publicising menu information received from the 
contractors to parents and carers. This information should be available in 
the school website, on school notice boards and on request at the school 
office.  
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Packed Lunches:  
The Food Standards Agency survey of packed lunchboxes showed that many 
children’s lunchboxes contained too much sugar, salt and fat and little fruit 
and vegetables. The school is committed to encouraging parents to provide 
healthier lunchboxes for children at Courtland Primary School. To facilitate 
this, the school will provide guidance to parents/carers, of what constitutes 
a healthier lunchbox; this guidance should be via regular newsletters and 
information leaflets.  
 
The school actively discourages some packed lunch foods. A list of foods 
considered to be in this category includes the following: Sweets & 
Confectionary, Chocolate Bars, and Added-Sugar and/or Sweetened Drinks. 
Fizzy Drinks are not allowed in school, on grounds of health and safety.  
 
The school recognises that parents provide packed lunches for a variety of 
reasons, including dietary requirements or intolerance, and religious 
observance. For this reason, no food may be swapped or shared from packed 
lunches. Food swapped or shared may be confiscated.  
 
Food not eaten in a packed lunch will be taken home by the child to ensure 
that parents know what their child has or has not eaten. We will encourage 
parents to include in lunchboxes those foods which are known to have a 
positive impact on the child’s physical development and ability to 
concentrate and thus learn effectively. Lunchtime staff will engage with 
children and chat to them about what they are eating.  
 
The Dining Environment 
 
The school is committed to providing a welcoming eating environment that 
encourages the positive social and cultural interaction of pupils and 
teachers. Courtland has a recently refurbished kitchen to provide high 
quality meals. There are two lunch sittings.  KS1 have their meals first 
assisted by members of Year 6 who help them to select salad and escort 
them out of the hall in small groups.  The school is able to provide a calm, 
ordered environment conducive to mutual respect and good behaviour.  
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It is also committed to the following:  
 Active help for children who find the physical process of school dinners 

or packed lunch difficult – for example, carrying trays, opening tubs or 
packets. 

 Encouraging all children to eat the food they have been provided with.  
 Equal treatment of children having School Dinners and Packed Lunches, 

in terms of provision and supervision. 
 Provision of water jugs, containing clean water and cups on every table.  
 Separate plates for main course and dessert 
 Encouraging children to wash their hands before eating. 
 
 
Milk Scheme 
 
Reception (Children who are 4 years old) children receive free milk every 
day and drink it in the morning. 
 
Celebrations & Festivals  
 
The school also recognises that food plays an important role in celebration 
of cultural, personal or community milestones, such as religious festivals, 
birthdays or the end of term. Food given should form part of a balanced, 
healthy diet, at an individual teacher’s discretion.  
 
Food in the curriculum  
 
Food represents many things to us all: energy, nutrition, commodity, 
livelihood, communal activity and pleasure, to name but a few. Its 
significance in our lives means that it can and should be used to enrich the 
school curriculum. The school curriculum can in turn be used to enrich pupils’ 
experience of food and healthy eating. Schemes of work in a range will 
reflect the whole-school emphasis on healthy eating.  
 
Curriculum content will focus on: 
 
o The importance of food groups and the role they play in promoting 

growth. 
o The development of strong healthy bodies.  
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o What constitutes a balanced diet.  
o An understanding of cultural diversity.  
o The development of respect and understanding towards the beliefs and 

attitudes of others.  
o How food is produced.  
 
Subject co-ordinators have developed schemes of work linked to Science 
and PSHE, detailing the learning objectives and activities relating to Food, 
Nutrition and Healthy Eating. 
 
Partnership with parents and carers and pupils 
 
The partnership of home and school is critical in shaping how children and 
young people behave, particularly where health is concerned. Each must 
reinforce the other. This is not always easy but our school is well placed to 
lead by example.  
 
Parents, carers and pupils must be regularly updated on food policy settings 
through school and class newsletters, and consulted on a regular basis.  
 
Role of the Governors 
 
Governors monitor and check that the school policy is upheld and are 
responsible for developing this policy in consultation with the school 
community.  
 
Monitoring and Evaluation 
 
Evaluation of the progress made by the school in implementing and 
sustaining the Aims and Objectives of this policy will be made by the 
Governor with responsibility for Food each time the policy is reviewed. 
 
Communication/dissemination of the Policy  
The policy will be disseminated in the following ways: 
o School Prospectus 
o School Web Site / MLE 
o Staff Meeting  
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